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Theorems
belonging to the thesis




I There is no supersymmetry-invariant scaling-homogeneous polynomial Gard-
ner’s deformation for the N=2 supersymmetric a=4 Korteweg–de Vries
equation such that under reduction this deformation would contain the clas-
sical Gardner deformation for the Korteweg–de Vries equation.
II The super-Hamiltonians of theN=2 supersymmetric a=4 Korteweg–de Vries
equation can be derived from the Hamiltonians of the Kaup–Boussinesq
equation, and there is an explicit procedure for doing that.
III For the Kaup–Boussinesq equation, there is a non-trivial Gardner’s defor-
mation that retracts under reduction to the classical Gardner formulas for
the Korteweg–de Vries equation.
IV Marvan’s technique for inspection of nonremovablity of spectral parameter
in Lie algebra-valued zero-curvature representations for partial differential
equations is generalised to the Z2-graded case.
V The parameter in zero-curvature representation found by Das et al. for
the N=2 supersymmetric a=4 Korteweg–de Vries equation is nonremovable.
This zero-curvature representaion yields a non-trivial Gardner’s deformation
for the N=2, a=4-SKdV equation.
VI The zero-curvature representation found by Karasu–Kalkanlı, Sakovich and
Yurdus¸en determines a non-trivial Gardner’s deformation for Krasil’shchik–
Kersten system.
VII Zero-curvature representations give rise to a natural class of non-Abelian
variational Lie algebroids.
VIII There exists a classification as follows: “Animals can be divided into (a) those
belonging to the Emperor, (b) those that are embalmed, (c) those that are
tame, (d) pigs, (e) sirens, (f) imaginary animals, (g) wild dogs, (h) those
included in this classification, (i) those that are crazy-acting, (j) those that
are uncountable (k) those painted with the finest brush made of camel hair,
(l) miscellaneous, (m) those which have just broken a vase, and (n) those
which, from a distance, look like flies.” (Borges)
IX Every PhD student should respect the rule: “Supervisor, co-supervisor and
assessment committee should be bold.” (A. Elderman)
